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Increased wind energy penetration influences the power system dynamic response to transient disturbances.
Replacement of conventional production units with converter-connected wind turbines reduces natural power
system inertia contained in rotational masses of synchronously connected turbine-generator units, therefore
creating low-inertia power systems. Such a transition has an adverse effect on system resilience to disturbances
and on the capability to maintain stable operation. This research examines the impact of high regional wind
power production on system transient stability in the case of island operation of the Croatian power system. The
system is divided into four geographical areas modeled as four centers of inertia with aggregated parameters.
The study investigated initial transient RoCoF values in different areas for current and future wind capacity share
scenarios, loading data, and primary frequency regulation settings. The modeling and scenario analysis have
been performed on a detailed phasor power system model in the MATLAB/Simulink environment.

1. Introduction
Modern power systems are experiencing a transformation from
conventional to renewable energy sourced generation which changes
the overall system transient dynamics. Conventional power plants
contribute to the power system stability with a large amount of kinetic
energy synchronously connected to the grid [1]. Renewable energy
sources (RES) such as wind and solar power plants mainly interface
with the power system through frequency converters. However, these
converters are often controlled in a manner that decouples generating
plants from system frequency disturbances, resulting in reduced power
system inertia. i.e., the ability of a system to oppose frequency deviations [2]. In the power systems with a low share of RES, wind plants
produce variable power output according to available wind conditions.
If their total share is small, such stochastic power sources have not been
considered important in maintaining power system stability [3].
Nowadays, due to environmental and economic issues, converterconnected renewable sources rapidly displace conventional (synchronous) generators, reaching significant production shares, which open
many concerns regarding power system operation and stability.

Synchronous generators have an instantaneous natural response on
frequency deviations, due to high kinetic energy stored in rotating
masses, while modern converter-based wind turbine generators (WTG)
cannot provide the same response due to converter limitations [4].
Hence, wind power involvement in frequency response is undoubtedly
a necessary measure to preserve reliability in modern power systems
[5]. As converter-connected power sources do not provide inherent
frequency (inertial) response to active power disturbances, an advanced
wind turbine control will be necessary to emulate frequency response
[6].
In literature, the concept of emulated wind turbine frequency response is referred to as the Synthetic (Virtual) Inertia, or Virtual
Synchronous Generator concept [7]. The research in the field of lowinertia system transient dynamic and advanced wind power plant
(WPP) control methods for participating in frequency response is ongoing. As the WPP frequency response is still rarely required by transmission system operators [8], limited sets of operating experience data
is available. Thus, research in the field is based on computer models
with case-dependent accuracy and standardized test systems.
In this paper, the transient dynamic response of the low-inertia
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multi-machine power system with different shares of wind production
capacity has been analyzed. Therefore, the focus is on quantifying the
impact of concentrated wind power production in specific areas, the
electrical distance among centers of inertia (CoI) and the effectiveness
of two different grid topologies on initial after-transient RoCoF. The
Croatian power system in island operation is used as a test example of a
low-inertia high-wind penetrating system with concentrated wind
production in the coastal region. Hence, this paper aims to provide
insights into the current and future capabilities of the Croatian power
system to maintain transient stability in island operation.

response and continued primary frequency regulation (PFR). Paper
validates simulation results on an experimental platform consisting of
two synchronous generators and one DFIG-based wind turbine. Results
showed that the DFIG wind turbine can provide the temporary virtual
inertial response and primary frequency regulation to improve the dynamic frequency stability in low-inertia systems. A similar analysis has
been done in [17] where the DFIG frequency response was validated on
a simple test system with one type of synchronous generators. In [18] a
simplified model of DFIG with fast frequency response and primary
frequency response capabilities was used for assessing the impact on
power system dynamics. The wind turbine frequency support effectiveness was demonstrated on simple, linearized models in [19,20]. In
[21] the WT control strategy to mitigate the impacts of reduced system
inertia was investigated on the large power system considering electrical distances. The share of wind power production was assumed to be
less than 1% of total production which is not relevant for wind generation and low-inertia analyses considering expected future RES penetrations of 20% and higher.
In [22], some insights of WindINERTIA® WT control function are
presented, but without detailed model description. Island operation of
the simple power system, consisting of diesel generator and effectiveness of DFIG WT frequency response control is presented in [23]. The
impact of grid topology and synchronous inertia on multi-area power
system stability has been investigated in [24,25], but each area was
represented by a simple single-machine equivalent. The impact of different DFIG parameters on the frequency response of a simple twomachine system has been analyzed in [26,27,28].
In [29] a frequency response of a low-inertia power system was
assessed in the case of Hawaiian and South Australia power systems.
However, used model configuration and results are not clear and seem
to be oversimplified for such analysis.
Requirements for synthetic and synchronous inertia amount to
maintain selected RoCoF criteria are presented in [30]. Still, modeling
of the considered power system is not presented in details and spatial
distribution of inertia is not considered.
In [31] the operational experience of the first fast response service is
reported for mitigating the frequency and angle stability in the Icelandic power system which is exposed to large frequency deviations due
to its low inertia and large loads.
In this paper, we have attempted to construct a model that as accurately as possible simulates current state and possible future changes
of the Croatian power system and investigates transient stability capabilities in terms of initial RoCoF.
This paper is organized into four sections. In Section 2 the research
methodology with a representative model of the Croatian power system
is presented. Section 3 presents and describes analyzed scenarios and
discuses obtained results. The conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Paper contribution
Previous research mostly used simplified multi-area power systems
dynamic models, that have not been calibrated on actual power system
values. Therefore, this paper contributes to the previous research with
the quantification of concentrated wind power generation impact on
transient initial RoCoF with considered centers of inertia (CoI) concept
in the case of the Croatian power system. The impact of two grid
topologies (radial and loop), the electrical distance among CoI, realistic
current and possible future operating scenarios of the Croatian power
system have been considered in calculating initial transient RoCoF at
four centers of inertia and its dependence on disturbance location.
In the following paragraph, a literature review of some recent papers dealing with relevant issues is presented.
2.1. Literature review
In [9], an extensive review of the frequency response services procurement from wind turbines in the case of the United States is addressed, namely technical, regulatory and economic concerns for high
wind penetration levels. Also, paper reviews recent frequency response
standards and requirements for wind generation in the United States.
On the other side, a review of a turbine manufacturer's technology
upgrades options for preservation of power system stability is also
provided. A more recent review on the same issue is available in [10]
covering a comprehensive overview in this field. Additionally, future
research technical challenges and general recommendations are provided.
Recently there has been many virtual inertia schemes for employing
kinetic energy stored in rotational masses of variable speed wind turbines (VSWT), mostly based on doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)
in frequency support participation, using various techniques such as
particle swarm optimization [11], dynamic equation-based scheme and
fuzzy logic-based schemes [12], variable droop gain schemes [13] and
conventional de-loading levels calculations [14], coordinated control
strategies between wind, various RES and energy storage (ES) systems
[15,16].
In [12] comprehensive comparative analysis of virtual inertia control schemes based on dynamic equation-based scheme and the adaptive fuzzy-based scheme is tested on the PMSG and DFIG wind systems
using Matlab/Simulink platform. An over-frequency mitigation issue by
the usage of DFIG wind systems in low-inertia systems is addressed in
[13]. The paper uses the novel variable gain control strategy to provide
frequency response services and to minimize the impact on wind power
dispatch. The scheme is tested, and the results indicate that it can
harness more wind energy than the conventional constant droop gain
schemes. An interesting approach using the particle swarm optimization algorithm is given in [11] which employs fast control response of
the VSWT to inject additional power for short duration after the disturbance. Paper validates the algorithm by simulation results which
show that approach limits the frequency fall while reducing post disturbances.
The procurement of inertial and primary frequency regulation
capability from VSWT is analysed in [14] where a novel integrated
frequency governor is proposed to provide a temporary inertial

3. Methodology
3.1. Croatian power system
The Croatian power system is a part of ENTSO-E CE interconnection
and by size is one of the smallest systems in Europe. Together with
Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina, it constitutes the control block
SLO-HR-BIH within ENTSO-E association [8]. Currently, the total approved production capacity of Croatian power plants is 5177 MW, of
which 2115 MW in 26 hydropower plants (HPP), 2367 MW in 7 thermal
power plants (TPP), including half of the capacity of co-owned NPP
Krško, 576 MW in 19 wind power plants (WPP) and the rest of capacity
consists photovoltaics (~50 MW) and ~50 MW distributed generation
(DG) [32]. General geographical locations of power plants (HPPs, TPPs,
and WPPs) is shown in Fig. 1. The Croatian power system is divided into
four transmission areas: Split (ST), Rijeka (RI), Zagreb (ZG), and Osijek
(OS). All WPPs are scattered in near-the-coast regions (RI and ST area),
while conventional plants are positioned all over the country; HPPs are
2
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Table 1
Line parameters.
Parameter

Positive sequence

Zero sequence

Resistances (Ohms/km)
Inductances (H/km)
Capacitances (F/km)

0.0114
0.00086
1.342e-8

0.2894
0.0034
8.588e-9

configuration simulates complete separation from neighboring power
systems, while loop configuration assumes a fictional connection between ST and OS across the BIH. Used transmission line parameters are
shown in Table 1, while line lengths are marked in Fig. 2. Additionally,
each region has own consumption block, modeled as a switchable threephase RLC load. The voltage level of the transmission grid is selected to
be 400 kV.
3.3. Conventional power plants

Fig. 1. Geographical position of different types of power plants in Croatia [33]

Hydropower plants (3 units) and thermal power plants (3 units) are
modeled as three-phase synchronous machines with IEEE Type 1 excitation system, driven by hydro or thermal turbine model with a speed
governor. Thermal power plants are modeled with a single mass shaft
model. All synchronous generators are connected to the CoI bus
through their own 20/400 kV step-up transformer (Fig. 2). Each component is a part of the SimPowerSystem library in Matlab/Simulink
software. For simplicity, default electrical parameters of synchronous
machines have been used, except for power capacities, inertia constants, and speed governor settings, which are parameterized according
to actual plants' operational data and available TSO data [35].
Parameters of conventional production units, used in this study, are
shown in Table 2. Production capacities are varied according to tables
Tables 3–6 in the Scenario Analysis section. Area-based inertia constants H of different types of power plants were calculated as the ratio
of a weighted sum of individual generator inertia constants and the
maximum capacity of generating units of the same type currently
available in individual areas as follows [33,36]:

in ST, RI, and ZG areas, while TPPs are in RI, ZG and OS areas. The
lowest concentra-tion of production units is in the eastern OS area,
where only thermal and small DG units are positioned.
In recent years, a lot of new wind power turbines were installed,
raising many questions regarding system stability and operation, due to
the rapid displacement of conventional power plants from production
plans. Hence, the situations where wind power plants cover more than
20% of the domestic load can be observed. Therefore, the example of a
Croatian power system can be used to study the impact of high wind
power production on the frequency dynamics of a power system with
reduced inertia.
3.2. Model
For this research, a three-phase phasor model of the Croatian electric power system in island operation was developed in the MATLAB/
Simulink environment (Fig. 2). The main idea for model developments
was to present all power plants of the same type in the area as one
production unit with aggregated parameters. The model incorporates
the concept of Centers of Inertia (CoI) which assumes that all available
system inertia in a region is concentrated in one grid node. The CoI
concept was first introduced in [34] where the contribution of DFIG in
short-term frequency control was investigated.
Power plants of the same type in a region are presented as one
production unit connected to the belonging CoI bus directly or over a
short line (Fig. 2). CoI-s are connected via three-phase π-section line
blocks to include spatial distance among the areas in two different
manners (Fig. 2): (a) radial configuration; (b) loop configuration. Radial
Single-mass steam
turbine + AVR
Nonlinear hydro
turbine + AVR

SG

25 km

SG

CoI ZG

Single-mass steam
turbine + AVR

π
20/400 kV

20/400 kV

CoI OS

ZG Load

ZG

SG

Harea =

20/400 kV

OS Load

250 km

Single-mass steam
turbine + AVR
Nonlinear hydro
turbine + AVR

CoI RI

SG
SG

20/400 kV

π

25 km
π

0.575/20 kV

RI Load

Area

ST

25 km

20/400 kV

20/400 kV

Table 2
Parameters of conventional production units [33]

300 km

π

RI

DFIG

π

π

π
150 km

Nonlinear hydro
turbine + AVR

SG

20/400 kV

CoI ST

H (s) (area based)
H (s) (system based)
Droop R (%)
Max gate opening speed (p.u./s)
Active power reference (p.u.)

25 km

DFIG

π
0.575/20 kV

(1)

where Si is the capacity of i-th considered plant (MVA), Hi is inertia
constant of i-th plant and n is the total number of plants in the area. The
numerator of Eq. (1) presents total rotational kinetic energy (RKE) of
synchronously connected power plants in the area. Additionally,
system-based inertia constant for each group of generators is calculated
with the base capacity of 1000 MVA (Table 2) to gain insight into
available inertia in each area. Also, system-based inertia constant is
used as a weighting factor in calculating frequency and RoCoF (see Eqs.
(3) and (4)). Regulator droop R was selected according to actual primary regulation settings and controller characteristics reported by TSO.
In this paper, TPPs have not been used for frequency regulation, i.e.
they have constant active power reference. Speed governors of HPPs
(PID regulators) were parametrized to imitate the actual gate opening
speed of Croatian plants which participate in primary regulation.

OS

200 km

n
SH
i=1 i i
n
S
i=1 i

20/400 kV

ST Load

Fig. 2. The four-area concept of the Croatian power system.
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HPP

TPP

HPP

TPP

HPP

TPP

3.59
4.96
4
0.1
0.65

4.16
2.52
–
–
0.85

2.88
1.36
4
0.036
0.8
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–
–
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1.68
0.44
4
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capacities shares in the Croatian power system. The main intention was
to simulate grid response on the wind power capacity integration and
reduction of conventional power plants production capacity, mainly
TPP. Four different wind capacity scenarios have been successfully simulated on both radial and loop grid configuration. The total load in
simulations, which represent a high load scenario for the Croatian
power system, was the same in each considered scenario.
The base scenario simulates current conditions in the Croatian grid
with ~17% wind power capacity (Table 3). Then, wind capacity was
increased to ~25%, reducing the on-line TPP capacity which are most
likely to phase out in the nearby future (Table 4). On-line HPP capacity
is assumed to increase in some areas, as Base case does not consider all
available plants to be on-line. The next two scenarios, Wind30
(Table 5), and Wind40 (Table 6) are formulated with a similar pattern
as the second scenario, increasing the total wind capacity by 5% in each
scenario. A further increase in wind capacity has not been considered in
this paper since it would mean decommissioning HPPs which is not
realistic for our case.
Area-based inertia constants of synchronous power plants were kept
the same in all scenarios for simplicity (Table 2). HPPs were modeled
with an active power reference signal in the range 0.65–0.8 p.u. of
nominal capacity, while thermal power plants were modeled with 0.85
p.u. (Table 2). Due to its slow active power change speed, TPPs speed
regulators were overridden in all scenario, thus only HPPs participated
in frequency regulation after disturbance. Operation of WPPs was simulated at rated capacity with 0.95 PF before the disturbance. To induce a large system disturbance, 250 MW load (~10% of total load) is
switched-on alternately at different CoI buses in the simulations.

Table 3
Base case.
Total capacity (MVA)

ST

RI

ZG

OS

∑ (%)

TPP
HPP
WPP
Load

–
750
540
800-j90

500
600
40
750-j90

650
250
–
950-j90

100
–
–
350-j5

1250 (36.44)
1600 (46.65)
570 (16.91)
2850-j275

Total capacity (MVA)

ST

RI

ZG

OS

∑ (%)

TPP
HPP
WPP
Load

–
750
540
800-j90

120
700
300
750-j90

600
250
–
950-j90

100
–
–
350-j5

820 (24.40)
1700 (50.60)
840 (25.00)
2850-j275

Total capacity (MVA)

ST

RI

ZG

OS

∑ (%)

TPP
HPP
WPP
Load

–
750
550
800-j90

–
750
450
750-j90

400
250
–
950-j90

100
–
–
350-j5

500 (15.38)
1750 (53.85)
1000 (30.77)
2850-j275

Total capacity (MVA)

ST

RI

ZG

OS

∑ (%)

TPP
HPP
WPP
Load

–
850
550
800-j90

–
670
730
750-j90

100
250
–
950-j90

50
–
–
350-j5

150 (4.69)
1700 (55.31)
1280 (40.00)
2850-j275

Table 4
Wind25 case.

Table 5
Wind30 case.

Table 6
Wind40 case.

5. Results
The overall simulation lasted for 100 sec, while load disturbance
occurs in 50th sec. After the transient, the system is taken over by
primary frequency regulation which started to stabilize the frequency.
The main transient stability parameter considered in this paper is the
initial rate of change of frequency (RoCoF) as it only depends on the
physical inertia of the system. Maximum initial RoCoF values of filtered
signal (measured within 5 ms after the disturbance) are reported in
‘heatmap’ tables (Fig. 3) for both radial and loop grid configuration.
The impact of additional power line in loop configuration on RoCoF
values is marked with red and green color, where green fields mark
reduction of (absolute) RoCoF, and red fields mark increase when
compared to radial configuration. Due to numerical calculation instabilities (RoCoF signal noises) and variable simulation time-steps for
different cases, reported results may deviate from the actual values due
to a statistical error in signal processing. Time-domain plots of unfiltered RoCoF values in ST and RI areas are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
RoCoF values were calculated as derivations of local frequencies at
each CoI as follows [34]:

3.4. Wind farms
Wind farms located in ST and RI areas are modeled as one equivalent scaled Simulink phasor model component of a Doubly-Fed
Induction Generator (DFIG) driven by a 1.5 MW wind turbine [37],
connected to the belonging CoI bus through the 0.575/20 kV and 20/
400 kV step-up transformers (Fig. 2).
Almost all Croatian wind farms are comprised of variable speed
Type 3 (DFIG) and Type 4 (Full-converter). According to [6,38], Type 3
and Type 4 wind turbines do not provide any (or provide negligibly)
inherent inertial response without special controls. This justifies using
only DFIG based turbine models to simplify analysis and decrease calculation time. Nominal wind turbine mechanical power (MW), generator rated electrical power (MVA) and nominal converter DC bus
capacitance (mF) of a wind turbine model component have been scaled
with the factor k [37], denoting the number of turbines in each area:

k=

Total WPP capacity in area (MVA)
1.5 MW /0.95 PF

fCoI =

HHPP fHPP + HTPP fTPP

RoCoFCoI =

(2)

HHPP + HTPP
dfCoI
dt

(3)
(4)

where HHPP and HTPP present system-based inertia constants of HPPs
and TPPs (Table 2); fHPP and fTPP presents calculated rotor frequencies
of aggregated HPP and TPP models and fCoI present average weighted
frequency of synchronous machines [38].
As the ST area has only HPP with synchronous inertia, the ST frequency was calculated as the rotor frequency of the aggregated HPP
model. Similarly, OS area frequency is the rotor frequency of TPP located in that area. The time-domain plot of system frequency in the
Base case measured in ST and OS CoI, for disturbance in different CoIs,
is shown in Fig. 6.
Adding a new line caused an increase of voltage levels in the system

where denominator means rated generator power (MVA) at 0.95 power
factor. The average WTG power in the Croatian power system is
2.5 MW, but it does not affect results as the total capacity of wind
turbines is only important for system stability assessments. Total WPP
capacities simulated in this study are listed in tables Tables 3–6. Wind
speed was set to the rated 12 m/s to drive WT on nominal parameters.
4. Scenario analysis
The scenarios are chosen to map possible changes in production
4
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Fig. 3. Initial RoCoF values in CoIs: (a) Base case; (b) Wind25 case; (c) Wind35 case; (d) Wind40 case.

5
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Fig. 4. RoCoF in ST for different scenarios (disturbance in ST) (raw data): (a) radial; (b) loop.

for ~0.3% and an increase of overall active load for ~0.7%, as the load
is modeled as constant impedance, with square dependence of applied
voltage. Furthermore, higher initial voltage levels in loop configuration
induced ~3% higher disturbance (disturbance load is pure active power
constant impedance load) than in radial configuration.

decreased (flattened) by adding a new power line.
4. Another observation in Fig. 3 is that adding a new power line would
mostly improve the initial RoCoF in CoI where disturbance occurs
(green diagonal). The reason for this is the before-mentioned convergence of RoCoF in all CoIs to the average value, and since the
location of fault has the highest initial RoCoF then the average
improvement is higher.
5. Off-diagonal values of RoCoF in the looped grid increased (marked
with red color in Fig. 3) because of the before-mentioned phenomena of convergence towards the average level of RoCoF. This
happened because of better electrical interconnection of CoIs which
enabled higher inertial support to other locations at its own expense.
Exception from this is the RoCoF in OS CoI when the disturbance is
in ZG CoI (Base case and Wind25 case). In that case, RoCoF in OS is
higher or similar to one in ZG (value higher than system average),
due to its low inertia and electrical proximity to ZG CoI. As the grid
meshing flattens RoCoF towards average, loop configuration decreases OS RoCoF for the disturbance in ZG in all cases. Decreasing
off-diagonal RoCoF in loop configuration in Wind30 and Wind40
case in RI and ZG CoI can be explained by the same facts.

6. Discussion
In Fig. 3 the initial RoCoF in each of CoI is shown for different
disturbance locations and for two different grid configurations, i.e. the
radial case and the loop case (mashed). The wind capacity share is
varied from base level of ~17% to 25%, 30%, and 40%, also changing
the capacities of HPP and TPP, to examine effects of wind penetration
on the initial RoCoF.
1. Generally, the rule is that no matter where the fault location is and
where the measured RoCoF is the initial RoCoF deteriorates as wind
penetration levels increase (Fig. 3). Also, initial RoCoF directly depends on the amount of inertia in CoI, i.e. CoI like OS which has the
lowest production capacity and the lowest inertia in all cases, has
the highest RoCoF values when the disturbance is in that CoI.
2. The first thing to notice in Fig. 3 is that the average RoCoF in the
meshed grid increases. The reason for this is that adding a new
power line between OS and ST CoIs increased active power disturbance (3% higher disturbance) due to increased system voltages
(which is the consequence of higher reactive power production of
this low-loaded line) and constant impedance of disturbance load.
This is noticeable for all cases of wind penetration.
3. The second thing to notice in Fig. 3 is that the standard deviation of
RoCoF decreases in the meshed grid. The reason for this is that
meshing the grid causes the initial RoCoF in all CoIs to converge
toward the average system RoCoF, dependent on fault location, as
can be observed for all wind penetration cases and fault locations.
This means the peak values of RoCoF in low inertia CoIs are

In Fig. 6, the time-domain plot of system frequency measured in ST
and OS CoIs is shown for different fault locations and for the Base case
scenario. A similar pattern occurs in all wind penetration scenarios.
1. It can be observed that meshing the grid aims to converge the family
of frequencies into a single curve. The reason for this is increased
admittance of the grid and lower line congestions.
2. Furthermore, average nadir is increased in meshed configuration
due to before mentioned 3% increased active power disturbance.
3. On the other hand, the standard deviation of the nadir is lower in
the meshed grid (convergence of frequency functions).
4. The addition of a new line cannot improve average system frequency nadir as can be seen in Fig. 6. The reason for this is that

Fig. 5. RoCoF in RI for different scenarios (disturbance in RI) (raw data): (a) radial; (b) loop.
6
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Fig. 6. System frequency for disturbances in different CoIs: (a) frequency at ST; (b) frequency at OS.

Regarding system frequency nadir, it can be observed that in meshed (loop) grid configuration, deviation between family of system
frequency curves for different disturbance locations is smaller, meaning
that the disturbance location has less impact on the frequency trajectory
after the disturbance. Furthermore, meshing the grid could not improve
the average frequency nadir for a specific disturbance. Also, disturbances electrically distanced from high inertia CoIs have a smaller
effect on system frequency degradation. However, when a grid is more
meshed, that is less noticeable.
In this paper, system protection measures (like under-frequency
load shedding-UFLS or RoCoF relays) have not been considered, thus
showed frequency curves are unrealistic for actual power systems, as
the frequency nadir would be restricted to much higher values.
However, insight in initial RoCoF values shows the amount of system
stability reduction, important for system protection planning, as the
wind power penetrates is the system, phasing out conventional plants.

meshing the grid does not add any new sources of inertia, but only
increases the connection between existing sources. In order to improve nadir, new inertial capacity should be introduced, the speed
of primary regulation response should be increased and spinning
reserve capacity and allocation should be optimized.
5. Interesting observation; when disturbance happens in CoI with
lowest system-based inertia constant (OS CoI) which also has the
highest electrical distance to the neighboring CoIs, maximum system
frequency deviation tends to be the lowest (blue curve in Fig. 6).
This is less pronounced in meshed grid configuration than in radial.
The actual explanation for that phenomenon is a combination of
multiple factors: electrical distance, total capacity share (inertia),
spinning reserve allocation, primary regulation settings, etc., which
is out of the scope of this paper, focusing primarily on initial RoCoF
values.
7. Conclusions

CRediT authorship contribution statement

In this paper, the impact of different wind penetration levels, electrical distance and grid configuration on initial RoCoF values in the
four-area (four CoI) power system, based on the Croatian power system,
are examined.
It can generally be concluded that adding a new line in a power
system aims to equalize initial RoCoF in all CoIs, i.e. shift towards the
average value occurring after the disturbance in a specific location. A
significant benefit from that fact can have low-inertia power system
areas, whose stability will highly depend on interconnection with the
rest of the system. However, additional grid meshing cannot decrease
the average initial RoCoF, as it only depends on available on-line inertia
in the system.
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